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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT  
 

1.1 To provide recommendations to the Committee on planning applications or 
related consents submitted to the Council and requiring the consideration 
and/or determination of the Committee in accordance with the Council’s 

approved Scheme of Delegation. 
 

1.2 To provide information on any other planning or development related 
matters which may affect the work of the Committee. 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1 Recommendations in respect of individual planning applications are as 
detailed in the following papers. 
 

3. STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS 
 

3.1 The submitted applications on this agenda are to be determined in 
accordance with the provisions of relevant legislation, including the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990, Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas) Act 1990, Planning and Compensation Act 1991, Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, Planning Act 2008, Localism Act 2012 and 

the Town and Country Planning (Development Management) Procedure 
Order 2010 together with any Circulars and Regulations which support that 
legislation.   

 
3.2 Planning law requires that applications be determined in accordance with 

the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  
Where relevant, any such material considerations will be referred to in the 
report. 

 
 

 
 

 

ITEM NO. 



     The Development Plan 

 
3.3 All planning applications referred to in this report have been assessed 

against the relevant policies and proposals of the development plan for the 
Borough (currently the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan 2006) 

and any Supplementary Planning Documents or Guidance adopted by the 
Council.   

 

 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
 

3.4 In addition, in assessing the submitted planning applications, there is a 
requirement to have regard to relevant national policies as set out within 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the policies of which are a 

material consideration.  Where relevant, the provisions of the NPPF and any 
other relevant national guidance will be referred to in the report. 

 
4. RISK ASSESSMENT IMPLICATIONS  
 

4.1 The Council has adopted a Code of Conduct for Members and Officers 
dealing with Planning Matters.  Members and Officers are required to have 

full regard to the Code in discharging their responsibilities and duties in 
relation to planning matters on behalf of the Council.  The Code seeks to 
ensure that all decision making is governed by an open and transparent 

process and represents a standard against which the conduct of Officers 
and Member sitting on the Committee will be judged.   

 
4.2 A Declaration of Member Interests Register is taken prior to the 

commencement of the Committee meeting.  Advice on whether any 

Member sitting on the Committee ought to declare any interest on any item 
on the submitted agenda should be obtained from the Head of Legal and 

Democratic Services or the Chief Planning Officer.   
 
4.3 The Council’s Standards Committee will monitor the operation of this Code 

of Conduct.    
 

5. EQUALITIES IMPACTS 
 

5.1 The above Acts require Local Planning Authorities to consider planning 
applications on their individual merits having regard to the development 
plan and other material planning considerations. 

 
5.2 The Equality Act 2010 protects people from discrimination on the basis of 

certain characteristics which are known as protected characteristics.  These 
protected characteristics are Age, Disability, Gender Reassignment, 
Marriage or Civil Partnership, Pregnancy and Maternity, Race, Religion or 

Belief, Sex (Gender), Sexual Orientation, socio-economic status and Carer. 
 

5.3 In applying the Equality Act 2010, the Council is required to consider the 
effects of its decisions on different groups protected from discrimination, 
including a duty to make reasonable adjustments.  In taking account of all 

material planning considerations, including Council policy as set out in the 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework, the 

Service Director (Planning and Regulation Services) has concluded all 



opportunities to promote equality through the planning process have been 

taken, or where adjustments cannot be made, these are justified on the 
basis of the planning merits of the development proposal.   

 
5.4 The Rochdale and District Disabled Access Working Group may comment on 

relevant planning applications. Where comments are received, these will be 
included within the reported to Committee.  Consideration is given in 
designing access when dealing with the planning applications. Where 

applicable, any issues relating to these matters or other equal opportunity 
matters will be referred to in individual planning application reports. 

 
6.      Human Rights Act 1998 considerations 
 

6.1    The submitted applications need to be considered against the provisions of 
the Human Rights Act 1998.  Under Article 6, the applications (and those 

third parties, including local residents, who have made representations) 
have the right to a fair hearing and to this end the Committee must give full 
consideration to their comments. 

 
6.2 Article 8 and Protocol 1 Article 1 confer(s) a right of respect or a person’s 

home, other land and business assets.  In taking account of all material 
considerations, including Council policy as set out in the Unitary 
Development Plan, the Service Director (Planning and Regulation Services) 

has concluded that some rights conferred by these Articles on the 
applicant(s)/objectors/residents and other occupiers and owners of nearby 

land that might be affected may be interfered with but that that 
interference is in accordance with the law and justified by being in the 
public interest and on the basis of the planning merits of the development 

proposal.  He believes that any restriction on these rights posed by 
approval of the application is proportionate to the wider benefits of approval 

and that such a decision falls within the margin of discretion afforded to the 
Council under the Town and Country Planning Acts. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 

Background Papers 
 

      The background papers relevant to the planning applications to be considered on 
this agenda will include:- 

 
 1.  The Planning application file and its contents which will include: 

 
 i)  The planning application form and supporting information, together with 

scaled drawings/plans and relevant statutory certificates. 

ii) Letters of response from statutory and other consultees who may have 
been consulted or commented on the planning application 

iii) Letters and documents received from interested parties. 
iv) Notes of telephone conversations, meetings and any information received 
and of relevance to the submitted proposal 

  
 2. For any previous planning application referred to in the agenda report or in the 

application file, the planning application forms and the decision on that proposal 
 
 3. Such other papers (if any) received after the preparation of individual reports 

on planning applications on this agenda (to be reported verbally at the meeting). 
 

       4. Any other guidance or procedural documents adopted by the Council and of 
relevance to the recommendation and/or determination of any submitted 
planning applications or related consents 

 
For further information about this report, or if you wish to see any background 
papers please contact: Sharon Hill, Senior Business Support Officer, in Economy and 
Environment, Number One Riverside, Smith Street, Rochdale, OL16 1XU 
 

Telephone (01706) 924305 or via the online planning services at:  
http://www.rochdale.gov.uk/planning 

 

 

 
 



 
Application Number: 14/01520/FUL    Ward: Balderstone And Kirkholt       
 

 
Proposal: Residential development comprising 8 dwellings and associated works 
 

Site Address: Land Off Broad Lane Rochdale OL16 4PU   
 

Applicant:  
                  Wainhomes (North West) Ltd 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Granted subject to conditions 
 

 
 
DELEGATION SCHEME 
 
At the meeting of the Rochdale Township Planning Sub Committee on 17 March 2015, the 
committee resolved that it was minded to grant the application in accordance with the officer 
recommendation.  The application is referred to the Licensing and Regulatory Committee for 
determination as the proposal is a departure from the Unitary Development Plan.   

SITE 
 
The application site is located around 2km from Rochdale town centre, in the Balderstone and 
Kirkholt ward. To the north and east the site is bounded by the applicant’s (Wainhomes) wider 
land ownership, on which construction works are well underway to implement planning 
permission ref. 12/D55400. This application, for a total of sixty dwellings, was granted by a 
Planning Inspector in May 2013 following a public inquiry. The current application site falls 



within the previous site edged red for the sixty dwelling scheme but was shown at that time as 
being laid out as public open space.  
 
To the immediate south of the site is land owned by Taylor Wimpey, who are currently 
implementing their own planning permission 12/55581/OUT for 110 dwellings, which was 
granted permission following the same public inquiry, and the subsequent pursuant reserved 
matters application 13/01339/REM, which was granted by Members of Rochdale Township 
Planning Sub Committee in April 2014.  
 
Immediately to the west of the site is land at Dean Farm, Badger Lane, which Members 
resolved to grant outline planning permission (ref. 14/01209/OUT) subject to a S106 
agreement at the meeting of the Licensing and Regulatory Committee in January 2015. Once 
the S106 agreement is completed, this permission will be issued.  
 
The individual properties of The Set and Dean Farm itself lie to the west and to the north is 
existing residential development at Craiglands, Hurst Meadow and Midgley Drive. Further to 
the south, beyond the Taylor Wimpey site is the M62.  
 
The application site, the wider Wainhomes site, the Taylor Wimpey site and the Dean Farm 
site comprise one contiguous allocation of Protected Open Land as designated in the adopted 
Rochdale Unitary Development Plan. 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The proposed scheme comprises eight four-bedroom detached dwellings that would be 
located in the south-western corner of the wider Wainhomes site. The houses would be 
standard volume house builder house types typical of existing (and proposed) surrounding 
development and would comprise facing brickwork with pitched, tiled roofs.  
 
Vehicular access would be taken from the access road that will serve, when complete the sixty 
houses on the wider site. This access road joins the wider highway network at Broad Lane. Its 
layout would be unchanged from the previous application; the dwellings would simply be 
accommodated on land previously shown as public open space to the west of the proposed 
access road. 
 
Five of the proposed dwellings would overlook the access road while the other three would lie 
adjacent to the east facing boundary of the site. The dwellings would be accessed by a 
mixture of communal and private driveways, served from the access road. 
 
Although some public open space proposed to serve the development would be lost as a 
result of the proposals, an area of public open space which adjoins the northern boundary of 
the site would be retained and would adjoin the existing open space that lies to the west of 
Hurst Meadow. 
 
The application is a stand-alone application for eight dwellings, rather than a revised scheme 
for the wider site for a total of sixty eight dwellings (the sixty already approved and the eight 
now proposed). Nevertheless, for the purposes of contributions to public open space and 
affordable housing the applicant has agreed that the scheme may be considered as an 
increase from sixty to sixty eight dwellings. 
 
RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY 
 
National Guidance 
 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
 



The Department for Communities and Local Government published the NPPF on 27 March 
2012.  The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are 
expected to be applied.   
 
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) 
 
The government published its NPPG on 6 March 2014. This is intended to complement the 
NPPF and to provide a single resource for planning guidance, whilst rationalising and 
streamlining the material. Almost all previous planning Circulars and advice notes have been 
cancelled. Specific reference will be made to the NPPG or other national advice in the 
Analysis section of the report, where appropriate. 
 
Unitary Development Plan (UDP) 
 
G/D/2  Green Belt 
D/4  Control of Development in the Green Belt – General 
D/10  Protected Open Land    
   
G/H/1  Housing 
H/3   Residential Development Outside Allocated Areas 
H/5  Residential Density 
H/6   Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing  

Development 
 
G/G/1  Greenspace 
G/2  Standards for Recreational Open Space 
G/4  New Provision of Local Open Space 
G/5  New Provision of Outdoor Sports Facilities 

 
G/A/1  Accessibility 
A/2    New Development-Accessibility Hierarchy 
A/3   New Development-Access for Pedestrians and Disabled People 
A/7   New Development-Access for Service Vehicles 
A/8  New Development-Capacity Of The Highway Network 
A/9   New Development-Access For General Traffic 
A/10   New Development-Provision Of Parking 
A/11   New Development-Transport Assessments 
A/12   Travel Plans and School Travel Plans 
A/13  Local Walking Route Network 
 
G/BE/1 Design Quality 
BE/2  Design Criteria for New Development 
BE/8   Landscaping in New Development 
BE/9  Conservation of the Built Heritage 
BE/10  Development Protecting Archaeological Sites and Ancient Mouments 
 
G/EM/1 Environmental Protection and Pollution Control 
EM/2   Pollution 
EM/4  Contamination 
EM/7  Development and Flood Risk 
EM/8  Protection of Surface and Ground Water 
EM/9  Development Involving Unstable Land 

 
G/EM/12 Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation 
EM/13  Energy Efficiency and New Development 
 



G/NE/1 Nature Conservation 
NE/2 Designated Sites of Ecological and Geological/Geomorphological Importance  
NE/3    Biodiversity and Development 
NE/4   Protected Species 
NE/6   Landscape Protection and Enhancement 
NE/8  Development Affecting Trees, Woodlands and Hedgerows   
 
Supplementary Planning Documents 
 
Oldham and Rochdale Residential Design Guide SPD 
Energy and New Development SPD 
Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing SPD 
Affordable Housing SPD 
Guidelines and Standards for Residential Development SPG 
 
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 
 
90/D25146 Application for residential development.  Withdrawn 
 
12/D55400 Residential Development of 60 dwellings – Allowed on appeal.  This encompassed 
the land subject of this new planning application and a summary of the Planning Inspectors 
decision letter is set out below: 
 

• the site comprises a sustainable location with good access to public transport and 
key services; 

• the relevant saved policies of the UDP that seek to prevent the release of 
greenfield sites are out-of-date; 

• the impact on the wider road network would be acceptable and adequate visibility 
splays and stopping distances have been provided; 

• surveys have been submitted that demonstrate that the scheme would have no 
unacceptably adverse consequences for biodiversity; and 

• the scheme would have an acceptable impact on the visual amenity of the 
surrounding area. 

 
13/00600/FUL - Substitution of house types to plots 3, 4, 5, 10, 17 to 21, 23 and 59 including 
the relocation of garages to plots 1, 33 and 36 and repositioning of dwelling on plot 60 
(Resubmission Of Planning Application D55400). Approved. 
 
14/00351/FUL - Substitution of house types for plots 41 to 45. Approved. 
 
14/00352/FUL - Revised siting of plots 28 and 29. Approved. 
 
Adjoining sites 
 
Taylor Wimpey 
 
12/55581/OUT - Outline application for residential development including the construction of 
the access from Broad Lane. Appearance and landscaping, layout and scale reserved for 
subsequent approval. Approved at appeal. 
 
13/01339/REM - Application for reserved matters following outline permission 12/55581/OUT 
(for means of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale) for the erection of 110 dwellings and 
the diversion of footpaths MILFP 330. Approved. 
 



13/01261/ANM – Non material amendment under S96A of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990 to make a minor amendment to the approved parameters plan (ref: 473A-13C) 
(Condition 5) pursuant to planning permission 12/55581/OUT. Approved. 
 
14/00903/VRCON – Application to vary condition 9 of planning permission 12/55581/OUT in 
respect of noise levels within gardens or outside space. Under consideration. 
 
Dean Farm 
 
14/01209/OUT - Outline planning permission (including means of access) for the erection of 
70 dwellings. Minded to grant subject to S106 agreement (decision will likely be issued shortly 
on completion of an accompanying S106 agreement).  
 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES 
 
Highways and Engineering: - Have raised no objections to the proposal and have made the 
following comments: -  

• This application will not impact upon the existing highways layout. 

• This application has ample dedicated parking for its size and nature. 

• There are no concerns regarding refuse collection from this location. 

• This development will not have a negative impact upon local network capacity as it 
is considered within the parameters of the previous Transport Assessment. 

• This development will not have a negative impact upon road safety. 
 

United Utilities: - raise no objections and comment that in accordance with the National 
Planning Policy Framework, the site should be drained on a separate system with foul water 
draining to the public sewer and surface water draining in the most sustainable way. It is 
recommended conditions be imposed which require details for the disposal of foul and surface 
water be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
 
Drainage Engineer:- no objection.  
 
Highways Agency: - raise no objections. 
 
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit:- although they have not raised any objections to the 
proposal they comment that they are disappointed that the proposal seeks to build on the area 
originally agreed as public open space as part of approval D55400 
 
Greater Manchester Fire Service:-  
 
The above proposal should meet the requirements for Fire Service access. 
 
The Fire Service requires vehicular access for a fire appliance to within 45m of all points within 
the dwellings.  
 
The access road should be a minimum width of 4.5m and capable of carrying 12.5 tonnes. 
Additionally if the access road is more than 20m long a turning circle, hammerhead, or other 
turning point for fire appliances will be required. The maximum length of any cul-de-sac 
network should be 250 m. 
 
There should be a suitable fire hydrant within 165m of the furthest dwelling. 
 
The Fire Service strongly supports the installation of domestic sprinkler systems as a positive 
measure to protect persons.  At a small cost occupants’ can be given the reassurance of a 
high level of protection.  All developers should positively consider the viability of installing 



domestic sprinkler systems.  The access requirements for a dwelling fitted with an approved 
sprinkler system can deviate from the required standard detailed above, further consultation 
will be required. 
 
Environmental Health (Contamination) - no objections.  
 
Environmental Health (Air Quality):- comment that the Air Quality Assessment submitted 
with the original application demonstrated that the impact of the development on air quality will 
be negligible at most. The proposed additional dwellings would not have an impact on the 
previous assessment and therefore there are no objections to the proposal.   
 
Environmental Health (Noise):- no objections to proposal subject to imposition of the same 
conditions as previous appeal decision.  
 
REPRESENTATIONS 
 
The application was advertised by way of direct neighbour notification as well as display of site 
notice and advertisement in the local newspaper.   
 
The Council has received a total of 9 letters objecting to the proposal which are summarised 
below: 
 

• The land the applicant allocated as open/green space to be enjoyed by the local 
community is potentially going to be swallowed up by eight detached homes 

• This proposal is an underhanded way of gaining extra dwellings at a cost yet again to 
the local community. 

• These additional houses will merely add the flooding issues prevalent in this area; add 
another 16 cars to the 400 already anticipated from these two developments off Broad 
Lane and by building on open land make the sprawl of houses one continuous mass 
from Broad Lane through to Oldham Road - bearing in mind the council has approved 
70 properties to be built at Dean Farm. 

• This is the last remaining green space around us. The effect it will have on wildlife in 
the area, we do have bats flying around at dusk and newts that live in the pond in the 
corner of this field. 

• There are insufficient primary schools in the area to accommodate additional demand.  

• Since work began on the new residential development off Broad Lane I have had far 
more wildlife in my garden than previous e.g. moles, field mice, weasels, rabbits and 
hedgehogs, and have attributed this to them being disturbed from their normal habitat. 

 
ANALYSIS 
 
Principle of Development  
 
The application site is located within an area of Protected Open Land as designated by the 
Rochdale Unitary Development Plan. It is not within the Green Belt, the boundary of which is 
on the opposite side of the M62. Policy D/10 is therefore relevant to any development on the 
site and in assessing the relevance of this policy and its bearing on the principle of 
development, detailed consideration should be given to the previous appeal decisions on this 
and adjacent development sites. Although each application must be assessed on its own 
merits, previous appeal decisions, particularly where they relate to the same site, carry 
significant weight in the determination of planning applications. 
 
The wording of policy D/10 establishes that development proposals will be permitted if they 
would be acceptable was the site in the Green Belt, or where the development comprises of 
limited infilling or a limited extension to an existing building. Therefore, in accordance with 



Policy D/10, although the site is not within the Green Belt, the proposal should be considered 
against relevant local and national Green Belt policies.  
 
In assessing the weight that should be afforded to policy D/10, the appeal decisions for the 
previous application on this site and the adjoining Taylor Wimpey site state that “the policy 
seeks to protect land between the Green Belt and the urban area for a range of aesthetic 
reasons”, and... “the proposed developments at issue [two residential developments] would, 
on the face of it be in conflict with that policy”. The inspector then however goes on to state 
that he finds “little basis for considering the policy to be entirely consistent with the intentions 
of the Framework…However, given its apparent intention to protect the countryside, I do not 
consider it to be entirely inconsistent with the intentions of the Framework either.” 
 
The inspector then continues stating that “the relevant saved policies of the UDP, including 
both D/10 and H/3, which seek to prevent the release of greenfield sites in the presence of a 
five year land supply, have been overtaken by events and the national policy emphasis on 
delivery of housing, and are therefore effectively out-of-date.” 
 
The inspector then further sums up the NPPF by stating “Paragraph 14 of the Framework is 
very clear as to the appropriate response in such circumstances. The ‘presumption in favour of 
sustainable development’ means that where relevant policies are out of date (as I consider to 
be the case here) planning permission should be granted unless any adverse effects of doing 
so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies of the Framework as a whole; or specific policies in the Framework indicate that 
development should be restricted.” 
 
In light of the above, and giving particular consideration to the appeal decision for the wider 
Wainhomes site and the neighbouring Taylor Wimpey development it is considered that Policy 
D/10 is now out of date and therefore can be given very little weight when determining the 
acceptability of the proposals. Instead, the application should be assessed against paragraph 
14 of the NPPF which provides a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  
 
In light of the above and having specific regard to the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development, Chapter 6, paragraph 47 of the NPPF requires Local Planning Authorities to 
“boost significantly the supply of housing” in order to “provide five years’ worth of housing 
against their housing requirements with an additional buffer of 5% (moved forward from later in 
the plan period) to ensure choice and competition in the market for land. Where there has 
been a record of persistent under delivery of housing, local planning authorities should 
increase the buffer to 20% (moved forward from later in the plan period) to provide a realistic 
prospect of achieving the planned supply and to ensure choice and competition in the market 
for land”. Paragraph 49 of the NPPF states that: “housing applications should be considered in 
the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the 
supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date if the local planning authority cannot 
demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites”. 
 
At present, the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year supply of housing land (even 
without the 5 or 20 per cent buffer) and resultantly, the release of several windfall sites on 
greenfield land has been permitted. The deficiencies in the Council’s housing land supply have 
been highlighted in a number of recent appeal decisions from the Planning Inspectorate 
including, most pertinently, an appeal at Ramsden Farm. With specific reference to housing 
completions in Rochdale and the target in the NPPF the Inspector indicated, as part of this 
appeal, that: 
 
“Over the period 2003/4 to 2010/11 actual completions fell well below the Regional Strategy 
annual requirement even when this had not been adjusted upwards to allow for previous 
shortfalls. While there is no doubt that this is in part a reflection of the weak state of the 
economy it still amounts to a persistent under delivery of housing. Under such circumstances 



the Framework indicates that the Council should be able to demonstrate a five year supply 
plus an additional buffer of 20%. On the basis of the available evidence it is not safe to 
conclude that the Council can demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites let 
alone a five year supply plus a 20% buffer. UDP Policy H/3 advises that under such 
circumstances, the release of greenfield sites such as the appeal site can be contemplated.” 
 
Having regard to a number of further recent appeal decisions, the lack of a 5 year housing 
land supply within the borough and the provisions of UDP policy H/3 and the NPPF, reasons 
for refusal which, in effect, seek to place a moratorium on the residential development of 
greenfield sites will not be sustainable where no other demonstrable harm or conflict with other 
local or national planning policies exists. Whilst the proposal would result in residential 
development on a greenfield site, it is considered that the scheme is acceptable in all other 
respects. Given the government’s desire to provide a more flexible supply of housing land and 
with significant weight given to the Inspector’s decision in respect of application 11/D54044, it 
is considered that it would not be sustainable to refuse this application on the grounds that the 
principle of residential development on this greenfield site is unacceptable. 
 
Recreational Open Space 
 
Policy H/6 of the adopted Unitary Development Plan and the Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing Development relate to 
the provision of open space in new residential developments. These policies require a total of 
2.1 ha recreational open space to be provided per 1,000 population; this should comprise 1.0ha 
of local open space and 1.1ha of outdoor sports provision. The former should be provided on-
site where the number of bedrooms in a development exceeds 100 and the latter should be 
provided off-site where the scale of the development would not support the erection of formal 
sports facilities.  
 
As the proposal is for less than ten dwellings the Council’s recreational open space policy 
would no longer apply, following the change to government policy in late November 2014, 
which was reported to this Committee in December 2014 and subsequently agreed for 
development management purposes by the Licensing and Regulatory Committee on 22 
December 2014.  
 
However, the applicant is taking a pragmatic approach in this respect. The applicant has 
accepted and conveyed to the Council that, notwithstanding the red line of the current 
application site, that in respect of recreational open space and the affordable housing 
contribution (see below), that the Council should consider that for the purposes of the 
calculation of recreational open space provision and affordable housing that the development 
should be considered with the existing planning permission for the wider site, as a scheme for 
sixty eight dwellings in total. As there would be no impediment to the existing planning 
permissions on the wider development and this much smaller proposed development could be 
implemented alongside the same, officers accept this position. 
 
The proposed scheme would effectively result in the loss of part of the proposed area of local 
open space to serve the development granted planning permission under ref. 12/D55400. This 
approved scheme would contain a total of 226 no. bedrooms and at the time of the application, 
based on the 2011 figures for calculating financial contributions to public open space, this 
scale of development necessitated the following recreational open space provision in 
accordance with Policy H/6 and the Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing 
SPD: 
 

• 2,486sqm of outdoor sports provision (226 bedrooms x 11sqm) (or in lieu of this, a 
financial contribution of £103.169.00); and 

• 2,260sqm of local open space (226 bedrooms x 10sqm). 
 



The approved plans for application ref. 12/D55400 showed an area of approximately 
5,500sqm of local open space provided on site. This is 143% greater than the area which 
would be required in compliance with Policy H/6 of the UDP. The applicants also entered into 
a S106 agreement which secured a financial contribution of £103.169.00 to off-site outdoor 
sports provision. The contribution to outdoor sports provision was therefore exactly in 
accordance with the Council’s requirements and the contribution to local open space on site 
far exceeded the Council’s requirements.  
 
Part of this local open space comprises the current application site i.e. some local open space 
provided for the wider development would be lost as a result of the proposals. This would lead 
to a reduction in on site open space to 2,670sqm and an increase in the number of bedrooms 
across the overall development site (i.e. sixty eight properties) from 226 bedrooms to 258 
bedrooms (32 additional bedrooms, in eight, four bedroomed houses).  
 
A scheme of 258 bedrooms would require, in accordance with Policy H/6 of the adopted UDP 
and the Provision of Recreational Open Space in New Housing SPD:   
 

• 2,838sqm of outdoor sports provision (258 bedrooms x 11sqm) (or in lieu of this a 
financial contribution of £118,650.52 (the £103,169.00 already secured plus 32 
bedrooms at 2014 rates; £15,481.32) 

• 2,580sqm of local open space (258 bedrooms x 10sqm). 
 
The plans submitted with the current application illustrate that the remaining area of local open 
space would measure 2,670sqm. This remains above the level required by the Council’s 
adopted policies, although now only by 3%. There are no specific site circumstances in this 
case which would enable the Council to insist on a level of public open space greater than that 
which the policy requires. An area of 2,580sqm is considered sufficient in accordance with 
policy and anything above this is at the discretion of an applicant.  The area of open space 
remaining on the site would contain a play area, would be entirely usable and would be 
visually enhanced by the two landscaped mounds which would lie either side of footpaths.  
 
The applicant has agreed to enter into a Deed of Variation to the original S106 agreement 
(and subsequent variations thereof) in order to provide the additional contribution of 
£15,481.52 for outdoor sports provision.   
 
Therefore despite the reduction in the area proposed for local open space on the site, the level 
of provision continues to be fully in accordance with the Council’s adopted policies. It is noted 
that should a scheme for sixty eight dwellings have come forward originally, Officers would not 
have recommended it for refusal on the grounds of a lack of open space and it is highly likely 
the Planning Inspector would have come to the same view as he did in granting the appeal. 
The developer is entitled to alter a scheme in order to increase the yield of a site, provided that 
scheme remains in accordance with relevant planning policy.  
 
In determining the appeal against the refusal of planning permission 12/D55400 the Planning 
Inspector stated:- 
 
‘I am satisfied that appropriate provision for open space is made directly on site… outdoor 
sports provision is also catered for by the relevant planning obligation[s]. On that basis I 
consider that the impact of the additional population would be adequately catered for in those 
terms and the analysis set out in the relevant reports of the planning officer to the Council 
provides adequate detail and justification to support that conclusion’.  
 
It is not therefore considered that a reduction in open space would be a sustainable or 
justifiable reason for refusal of planning permission.  
 
 



Affordable Housing  
 
Policy H/7 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan and its associated 
Supplementary Planning Document seeks to secure affordable housing provision for 
developments of fifteen dwellings or more. As described in the section on Recreational Open 
Space, above, this application is for only eight dwellings and normally the Council’s affordable 
housing policy would not apply. However, like recreational open space, the applicant has 
taken a pragmatic view and clearly conveyed that in this case, as the development is 
contiguous with a wider development site, the applicant has agreed that for the purposes of 
affordable housing the entire sixty-eight dwelling scheme can be considered as one for these 
purposes.  
 
It has always been considered more appropriate for any affordable housing provision 
associated with this site to be provided off-site as the site gives opportunity to widen the 
housing mix in the Borough with some larger family homes and there are areas nearby which 
would benefit greatly from an off-site contribution which would help to secure good quality 
affordable housing stock. Off-site affordable housing provision is secured through a financial 
contribution, which if no viability issues are demonstrated, is equivalent to 7.5% Gross 
Development Value. The S106 for the original application secured affordable housing entirely 
in accordance with the Council’s policies; albeit on a phased basis and based on an open 
book approach i.e. 7.5% the actual price achieved for the property rather than an estimate 
based on market conditions current at the time of the S106. This 7.5% is offset against a 
substantive £0.5m payment on occupation of the first dwelling on site, which will become due 
shortly.   
 
The applicant is willing to enter into a Deed of Variation to alter the trigger points for payment 
of the remainder of the affordable housing contribution to effectively given an additional 
affordable housing contribution based on a total of 68, rather than 60 dwellings. This is 
considered to be an appropriate and acceptable way of addressing affordable housing 
provision in these circumstances. 
 
Flooding and Drainage 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework states that ‘when determining planning applications, 
local planning authorities should ensure flood risk is not increased elsewhere’. 
 
Policy EM/7 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states that development will 
not be permitted in areas identified as flood plains, or other areas where development could 
contribute to increased flood risk, unless an appropriate flood risk assessment has been 
carried out and (inter alia):- 
 

a) it will not increase the risk of flooding within the flood plain or in adjoining areas by 
reducing flood storage capacity, increasing flows within a flood plain or through the 
additional discharge of surface water; 

b) it will not itself be at risk of flooding. 
 
The application site is within Flood Zone 1 where the annual risk of fluvial flooding is less than 
1 in 1000. However, concern has been raised in respect of an increased risk of surface water 
flooding and it is keenly acknowledged that surface water flooding has and continues to be an 
issue at properties in the area.  
 
In granting the appeal against application ref. 12/D55400 the Inspector specifically addressed 
matters of flooding and drainage and the existing issues experienced in the area. He stated:- 
 
‘There clearly has been a problem associated with a malfunction, apparently, of the drainage 
arrangements serving an existing development, responsibility for which has been inherited by 



Taylor Wimpey through corporate changes in the building industry, but the rectification of that 
has no bearing on the decisions in this case insofar as the technical evidence demonstrates 
that the proposed developments do not increase flood risk and there are no objections from 
the Environment Agency or United Utilities. The letter of 15 May 2012 from REFA Consulting 
Engineers to Wainhomes Developments Ltd provides a very clear technical exposition as to, 
not only the manner in which the site can be drained of surface water but also how the effect 
of the proposed development is likely to be an improvement in conditions on Hurst Meadow, 
where run-off from the site as it presently exists can cause flooding in some rear gardens. 
Notwithstanding the above, drainage is an important matter, albeit one that may be 
appropriately addressed through the imposition of suitably framed planning conditions’.    
 
Since the granting of planning permission for the previous scheme, the only material change in 
planning circumstances from the description of the drainage issues given by the Inspector is 
that as this current application is an application for eight dwellings, in Flood Zone 1, the 
Environment Agency are not required to be consulted and they have more widely indicated 
that they do not wish to be consulted on this type of development and would simply refer the 
Council to standing advice (which circularly, would be ‘do not consult’). The Council as Lead 
Local Flood Authority are now the statutory consultee for development which may raise 
surface water flooding implications. The Environment Agency’s remit is restricted in respect of 
flooding issues to fluvial flooding from main watercourses, which is not the issue at hand here 
given the site is in Flood Zone 1. Responsibility for surface water drainage lies with United 
Utilities and the Council through its responsibilities as Lead Local Flood Authority. Both these 
bodies have been consulted as required and neither raise any objection.  
 
The applicant has, at the request of the Council’s Drainage Engineer, submitted a revised 
Flood Risk Assessment and drainage calculations. The submitted information confirms the 
surface water run off rates are to be limited to 1 in 1 year greenfield runoff rates and surface 
water storage will be provided to achieve this.  The new surface water flow will connect to the 
existing nearby surface water storage pond and discharge to Badger Brook and will be limited 
to a flow rate of 19.61l/sec. The proposed eight additional houses will have additional surface 
water storage to ensure the main estate system functions as planned.  The Council’s Drainage 
Engineer raises no objection to this scheme for a further eight dwellings and considers that 
matters of drainage, like in the previous appeal decision, should be dealt with by suitable 
planning conditions. 
 
The same drainage arrangements are proposed for this development as would serve the wider 
development of sixty homes. In granting the appeal against application ref. 12/D55400 the 
Inspector considered it appropriate to deal with this matter through planning conditions and 
imposed a condition as follows:- 
 

No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until surface water drainage works 
have been implemented in accordance with details that have been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Before these details are 
submitted an assessment shall be carried out of the potential for disposing of 
surface water by means of a sustainable drainage system and the results of the 
assessment provided to the Local Planning Authority. Where a sustainable 
drainage system is to be provided, the submitted details shall; 
 
i) provide information about the design storm period and intensity, the 
method employed to delay and control the surface water discharged from the site 
and the measures taken to prevent pollution of the receiving groundwater and / or 
surface waters; 
 
ii) include a timetable for its implementation; and provide an management 
and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development which shall include the 
arrangements for the adoption by any public authority or statutory undertaker and 
any other arrangements to secure the operation of the scheme throughout its 
lifetime. 



 
Details have been submitted to discharge this planning condition and the Council’s Drainage 
Engineer has considered these details and considers them to be appropriate and acceptable. 
The arrangements are as follows:- 
 

• The surface water drainage scheme has adopted sustainable urban drainage 
principles by using oversized pipes with outflows restricted to greenfield run off 
rates.  The proposed design therefore replicates the existing situation to ensure 
that the runoff to existing watercourses and other features is not increased i.e. 
there would be no greater run-off from the site than when it was greenfield.  

• The oversized pipes are designed to store rainfall run off from the site for storms up 
to and including the 1 in 30 year return period event. 

• Storms up to and including the 1 in 100 year + 30 % climate change event are 
catered for by the temporary detention area, which lies within the area of local open 
space.   

• The drainage scheme has been submitted to and approved by United Utilities as 
the adopting statutory undertaker. 

 
The surface water drainage from the site, as with the wider site, is proposed to be discharged 
via an existing drain which enters a pond which lies to the north of the site.  The pond is used 
as an attenuation structure for the surface water drainage system for the adjacent housing 
development to the east, which was constructed during the 1980s.  Water from the pond is 
discharged into the network via Dodd Croft which lies to the east.  The proposed drainage 
scheme does not seek to modify the pond in any way, simply to discharge into it. N.B. Foul 
drainage for this scheme, as the wider site, would discharge into the existing sewer network.   
 
Residents have raised concerns that localised flooding on Craiglands is caused by changes in 
the water level in the pond and therefore it is not appropriate to drain further water into it. It is 
acknowledged that this scheme would lead to a further eight properties draining into the pond 
and a consequent reduction in the amount of open land on the development site which may 
also have provided some attenuation; albeit the formal attenuation area for 1 in 100 year storm 
events is contained within the remaining area of open space in any case. The pond is in the 
ownership of Taylor Wimpey who following concerns raised by local residents recently 
completed a study of the pond to determine whether it is leaking and causing the flooding 
observed in the basement of 104 Craiglands. The study concludes that the water level in the 
pond does not fluctuate significantly and it is highly unlikely that the pattern of pumping from 
the sump in the basement of 104 Craiglands is linked to the water level in the pond. The 
Councils Drainage Engineer has reviewed the study and does not dispute any of its findings. 
He also does not raise any objection to this scheme, which will be drained in the same way.  
 
United Utilities have signed off the drainage arrangements for the wider Wainhomes scheme, 
as has the Council’s own Drainage Engineer. Neither raises any objection to this scheme for a 
further eight dwellings and consider that matters of drainage, like in the previous appeal 
decision, should be dealt with by suitable planning conditions. In the absence therefore of any 
technical objection to this scheme on flooding or drainage grounds from either United Utilities 
or the Council’s Drainage Engineer and no technical evidence demonstrating an issue with the 
pond, it would not be possible to substantiate or justify any refusal of planning permission on 
the grounds of an increased risk of surface water flooding in the area.   
 
Highways, Parking and Access 
 
Paragraph 32 of the NPPF states that all developments that generate significant amounts of 
movement should be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Planning 
decisions should take account of whether: 
 



• the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending 
on the nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport 
infrastructure; 

• safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and 

• improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively 
limit the significant impacts of the development. Development should only be 
prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts 
of development are severe. 

 
UDP policy A/8 states that new development will be permitted provided that the additional 
traffic generated will not be detrimental to the safe and efficient operation of the Highway 
Network, both adjacent to and further away from the site. Specifically, proposals should not: 
 

a) Have an adverse impact on the safety of any road users; 
b) Have an adverse impact on accessibility for pedestrians, including people with 

restricted mobility, cyclists or users of public transport in the immediate vicinity of the 
development; 

c) Substantially increase congestion; 
d) Divert traffic on to less suitable roads; or 
e) Cause an unacceptable environmental impact on residential properties passed by 

traffic associated with the development whilst accessing the principal road network. 
 

UDP policy A/9 stipulates that development proposals will be required to facilitate safe and 
convenient access for general traffic, which includes cars, motorcycles and commercial 
vehicles. Relative to the scale, type and location of development, proposals should ensure 
that: 

a) Roads, junctions and access points to/from premises are safe, convenient and suitable 
for the volume and characteristics of traffic that will be required to use them; and 

b) Access for emergency service vehicles and other service vehicles, such as waste 
collection vehicles, is provided. 

 
UDP policy A/11 states that the submission of Transport Assessments will be required 
alongside planning applications where: 

• The development has the potential to lead to a material increase in the volume of 
road traffic or increased impact because of the type of traffic, and it is necessary to 
determine whether highway works or other measures are necessary; and 

• The development is major, and thus may involve a number of individual elements 
or uses which involve major generators of travel demand, and it is appropriate to 
illustrate accessibility to the site by all modes and the likely model split of journeys 
to and from the site. 

 
In addition, UDP policy H/3 (e) states that proposals should be compatible with surrounding 
uses, including highways, both in terms of [their] impact upon those uses and the impact of 
surrounding uses upon the amenity of future residents, and BE/2 (g) requires proposals to 
facilitate safe and convenient access and circulation. 
 
The Transport Assessment (TA) submitted with the original planning application for the site 
ref. D/55400 calculated the impacts on the highway network of a total of 200 dwellings across 
the wider Wainhomes site and the Taylor Wimpey site to the south. Permission has been 
granted for 110 dwellings on the Taylor Wimpey site, sixty on the wider Wainhomes site and 
now an additional eight dwellings are proposed. This is a total of 178 dwellings, substantively 
within the estimated total 200 dwellings on which the previous TA was based.  
 
No TA or addendum to the original TA has been submitted with the current application. It is not 
however a requirement for a development of only eight dwellings. Additionally, the cumulative 
effects of this development with the wider Wainhomes site and the Taylor Wimpey 



development can easily be assessed using the original TA as the total number of dwellings 
remains within the parameters of that document.  
 
The Transport Assessment submitted with application ref. D/55400 did not identify any 
adverse impact on the highway network from a total of 200 dwellings. The Planning Inspector 
stated:- 
 
The predicted traffic generation from the sites is, according to the standard forms of computer 
modelling deployed, well within the capacity of the local road network, both as it exists and it is 
proposed to be modified [by the junctions created by both developments]… concern has been 
raised about congestion levels on the wider network including the approach to Oldham Road 
along Broad Lane…clearly traffic flow is impeded by volume at the lights, especially on 
Oldham Road itself, but this is normal for most urban areas in the peak hour and I noted such 
congestion as there was rapidly dispersed as it passed’.    
 
The Inspector also considered the T-junction arrangement (with associated traffic calming) at 
the entrance to the site from Broad Lane to be satisfactory and that it would operate without 
detriment to highway safety. He stated:- 
 
‘I am satisfied that the balance of evidence is decisively to the effect that in practice, the 
application of the relevant standards, as manifest in the designs proposed, would not, whether 
one or both accesses were created, unacceptably compromise highway safety so as to 
harmfully conflict with relevant policy in that respect in either the development plan or the 
Framework’.  
 
No alterations are proposed to the junction arrangements at the site access granted planning 
permission under ref. D/55400. The additional eight dwellings would simply be served by the 
existing access road, which itself would require no realignment. The number of vehicle 
movements at that junction remains within the parameters set out in the original TA. The 
junction improvements put forward by the previous application were secured by way of a 
financial contribution. This contribution of £32,264.25 has already been paid in full by the 
developer as it became due on commencement. 
 
Parking 
 
UDP policy A/10 relates to parking provision and refers to the Council’s Schedule of Parking 
Standards (UDP Appendix C) which identifies maximum standards for car parking provision 
and minimum standards for cycle and motorcycle parking. The maximum standard for car 
parking provision for two-bed (+) houses located outside the town centre is stipulated as two 
spaces per dwelling. A note to this Appendix indicates that “parking standards for C3 [housing] 
developments are intended to result in an average, throughout the plan area of over the plan 
period, of 1.5 off-street car parking spaces per dwelling”. The policy states that, where the 
Council requires controls on parking issues, it will impose planning conditions or seek 
obligations to ensure that these are implemented. 
 
Each property in the scheme would be provided with two car parking spaces. This would be 
fully in accordance with the Council’s standards and is considered to be an appropriate and 
acceptable level of parking provision. 
 
It is not considered that a further eight dwellings in this location would have a noticeably 
greater impact on the highway network and / or junction capacity with Broad Lane. The 
National Planning Policy Framework requires that for a planning application to be refused on 
transport grounds that the residual impacts of that development are severe. There is no 
evidence that this would be the case. A refusal of planning permission on the grounds of an 
adverse impact on highway safety or the free flow of traffic would therefore be neither 
sustainable nor justifiable. 



External Appearance and Layout 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework states:- 
 
‘Permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the 
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it 
functions… planning policies and decision should not attempt to impose architectural styles or 
particular tastes and they should not stifle innovation, originality or initiatives through 
unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain development forms or styles. It is however 
proper to seek to promote or reinforce local distinctiveness’.  
 
Criteria (c) and (e) of UDP policy H/3 state that proposals for housing development on sites 
not allocated for housing or any other use in the plan will be permitted providing that: 

• The development provides a mix of dwellings in terms of type and size; 

• The proposed development is compatible with surrounding uses, including 
highways, both in terms of its impact upon these uses and the impact of 
surrounding uses upon the amenity of future residents. 

Policy BE/2 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development plan sets out a number of criteria by 
which developments will be assessed in respect of design. 
 
Principles of good design in housing schemes are also outlined within the Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD): Oldham and Rochdale Residential Design Guide. 
 
The scheme proposes a development of 8 detached dwellings which would all contain 4 
bedrooms.  Five of the proposes dwellings would face across the estate road facing other 
dwellings on the wider site while the remainder would be accessed by communal driveways 
and be sited adjacent to the western boundary of the site. Each dwelling would be provided 
with a front and rear garden and two off road parking spaces. The space about the dwellings 
and their design is contiguous with the wider Wainhomes development; typical of volume 
housebuilders. This is also the typical form of development in the wider area which, other than 
scattered properties remaining from when the surrounding land was undeveloped, comprises 
late 20th century housing estate development. It is acknowledged that the additional eight 
dwellings would lead to a reduction in open space on the site. However, the open space 
remaining would meet the Council’s requirements for the area required to serve this number of 
dwellings and the sixty proposed on the wider site. The additional eight dwellings fit 
satisfactorily within the area proposed.  
 
The Planning Inspector raised no concern with respect to the proposed design or layout of the 
site when considering the appeal against ref. 12/D55400. Additionally, had a planning 
application for sixty eight dwellings been submitted in the first instance, Officers would not 
have recommended it for refusal on the grounds of its design or layout. It is also extremely 
unlikely that the Planning Inspector would have found the scheme to be lacking stating, ‘the 
single street approach is perfectly acceptable’.  
 
Furthermore the proposed high value larger family homes on the application site would help to 
diversify the housing mix within the Borough. In addition to contributing positively to housing 
supply and numbers, the Rochdale Housing Strategy promotes the need to increase the rate 
of new larger family housing where there is a recognised need and demand for this larger 
family accommodation within the Borough.   
 
It is therefore considered that the design and layout of the additional eight dwellings is 
appropriate and acceptable and a refusal of planning permission on this basis would be not be 
sustainable or justifiable. 
 



Relationship with surrounding development 
 
UDP policy H/3 (e) requires development proposals to be compatible with surrounding uses, 
both in terms of its impact upon those uses and the impact of surrounding uses upon the 
amenity of future residents. 
 
Criterion (i) of UDP policy BE/2 requires proposals to ensure adequate provision for natural 
light is made both within and between buildings.  
 
The Council’s adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance: Guidance and Standards for New 
Residential Development sets out spacing standards between existing and proposed 
development in order to achieve an acceptable level of residential amenity for all parties.  
 

The dwellings would be  2 storeys in height  and the Council’s adopted residential spacing 
standards recommends that principal elevations of proposed dwellings should lie 21m from the 
principal elevations of adjacent dwellings and a distance of 14 metres between principal and 
secondary elevations should be maintained. In most cases the relationship between the 
proposed houses and those approved under the original planning application adhere to the 
Council’s spacing standards and for those relationships that do not quite comply the distance 
achieved is only marginally below the recommended spacing standard. It is considered that 
the proposed development would not unduly affect the amenity or privacy of the future 
residents of adjacent dwellings. More than adequate separation distances are achieved 
between the proposed development and existing properties to the north as the dwellings are 
separated from the existing development by the remaining open space. 

 
Beyond the western boundary of the site lies land at Dean Farm which is subject to an outline 
planning  application (14/01209/OUT) for the development of 70 dwellings and for which 
planning permission has been recently been granted subject to a S106 agreement. This 
scheme is in outline and therefore the layout has not been fixed.  Nevertheless, it is 
considered that adequate separation could be maintained between the dwellings proposed 
here and any future layout at Dean Farm coming forward as part of a reserved matters 
scheme. It is not considered therefore that the proposed eight dwellings would preclude the 
development of the Dean Farm site. 

 

It is therefore considered that the layout and design of the proposed development would lead 
to satisfactory levels of residential amenity for existing and proposed development, including 
the dwellings subject of this application. .  

 
Ecology 
 
Policy NE/3 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states that the effect of land 
use changes of existing features, species and habitats of ecological value will be taken into 
account in assessing proposals.  
 
Policy NE/4 states that development proposals which would affect a species protected by 
national or European law or its habitat will not be permitted. 
 
No ecology survey has been submitted with the current planning application. Nevertheless, 
that submitted with the original planning application 12/D55400 covered the entirety of the site, 
including the current application site. It concluded that the site was dominated by species-poor 
semi-improved grassland with remnant hedgerows, some scattered trees and smaller areas of 
species-poor wet grassland.  No part of the application site is designated for its ecological 
value and no  sites designated for their biodiversity or ecological importance are adjacent to 
the site. The nearest Site of Biological Importance is to the south along Sudden Brook on the 
other side of the M62.  



 
Habitat surveys submitted as part of the original planning application demonstrated that the 
site is of low ecological value and that there are no ecological constraints that would restrict 
the release of this site for housing. No evidence of protected species was found on the site, or 
the adjoining Taylor Wimpey development site. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU), 
although stating they are disappointed with the loss of public open space, have raised no 
objection to the application. The public open space served no specific biodiversity benefit to 
the original scheme.  
 
It is noted that residents have raised concerns about the presence of bats and newts. Bats 
may fly across the site but this is true of any development site. Measures need to be put into 
place for their protection only where evidence of bats using roosts or commuting habitats are 
found. A licence would be required from Natural England in the event that bats are found 
during construction work and the risk is considered to be low enough that separate legislation 
can be relied upon here. There is no demonstrable evidence of bats using the site. Only the 
great crested newt is a protected species rather than all newts and there has been no 
evidence of this species on the application site; with additional work being carried out in 
association with the planning appeal to prove categorically that this was the case following 
similar concern being raised. Again, a licence from Natural England would be required in any 
event great crested newts or any other protected species were discovered.  
 
The Planning Inspector in granting application 12/D55400 was satisfied that the development 
would not lead to harm to ecological or biodiversity interests. He stated:- 
 
‘Survey information submitted with the applications confirms that there would be no 
unacceptably adverse consequences for biodiversity. Although currently undeveloped, the 
land is of comparatively low value as habitat and there is no evidence of habitat supporting 
protected species in any significant way. Such species would otherwise be protected in a 
proportionate fashion by other legislation in any event if the position were to change. In my 
experience, the biodiversity value of landscaped suburban housing schemes, and the variety 
of private gardens within them, can be higher than the farmland they replace, albeit with 
different habitat types and consequently, species. The avoidance of run-off which might 
harmfully pollute water courses such as Sudden Brook would be implicit in the necessary 
approvals for surface water drainage arrangements that would have to be sought prior to… 
implementation’.  
 
This statement holds equally true for the current proposals and again GMEU has raised no 
objections. It is therefore considered that a refusal of planning permission on the grounds of 
harm to biodiversity or ecological interests would not be sustainable or justifiable.  
 
Impact on Local Schools. 
 
Concerns have been raised by local residents that the existing schools within the area would 
not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the future demand for places generated by this 
proposal.   
 
There are currently no established policies, either within the Development Plan or in 
supplementary planning documents or guidance, that provide the basis for seeking any 
contribution from the development towards educational provision. There is therefore, no 
evidence of need or method for calculation and application that has been published, tested 
and consulted upon to provide a transparent, consistent and credible basis for the request now 
being made. The requirement for a contribution towards local school provision is therefore 
unlikely to meet the tests of lawfulness set out in the Community Infrastructure Levy 
Regulations 2010 (as amended); i.e. it must be :- 
 
(a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 



(b) directly related to the development; and 
(c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 
 
For these reasons it would be unreasonable to seek a commuted sum towards education 
provision. This approach was taken by the Council when it considered the previous 
applications on the wider site and the adjoining Taylor Wimpey site. It was an approach 
supported by the Planning Inspector who did not consider that the potential pressure for 
schools should be a ground for refusing planning permission and it remains true for the current 
application.   
 
Air Quality 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework states:- 
 
‘Planning decisions should ensure that any new development in Air Quality Management 
Areas is consistent with the local air quality action plan’. 
 
Policy EM/2 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states:- 
 
If the emission of pollutants from a proposed development cannot be readily controlled by 
other environmental legislation, such development will not be permitted where it would be 
likely to result in an increase in air, water noise or other pollution which would be harmful to 
the environment and to land uses and land users in the area. 
 
New housing or other environmentally sensitive development will not be permitted where 
existing pollution levels are unacceptable and cannot satisfactorily be reduced. 
 
The Council’s Public Protection Team raise no objection to the development on the grounds of 
air quality. The Air Quality Assessment submitted with the original application demonstrated 
that the impact of the development on air quality would be negligible at most. In respect of the 
air quality within the development site, the air quality within the wider Wainhomes is 
considered to be within acceptable limits as demonstrated by the previous appeal decision 
which states ‘air quality currently falls marginally below the relevant guideline for nitrogen 
dioxide but… the proposed noise bunding would bring the whole of the developable site area 
of the [Taylor Wimpey site] within acceptable limits. Appeal site A [the Wainhomes site] is not 
affected in any event’.  
 
It is therefore not considered that this development would have any adverse impact upon, or 
suffer from any adverse impact of, air quality.  
 
Noise 
 
Paragraph 123 of the National Planning Policy Framework states:- 
 
‘Planning policies and decisions should aim to: 
 

• avoid noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts on health and quality of 
life as a result of new development; 

 
Policy EM/3 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states:- 
 
Development will not be permitted where: 
 

• it involves a noise sensitive use which would be sited in or close to an area that is, 
or is likely to become, subject to unacceptably high levels of noise generation. 

 



Where the effects of existing noise on proposed new development can be adequately 
controlled by design, landscaping and other measures, as enforced by planning conditions, 
the Council will grant planning permission.  
 
The site’s close proximity to the motorway gives rise to the need for noise mitigation measures 
in order for residents to enjoy a suitable noise environment. The dwellings proposed would not 
be the closest to the motorway; those on the Taylor Wimpey site would be far closer. The 
Inspector saw no reason to resist the granting of planning permission on the grounds of noise 
from the motorway, commenting that there are many developments in close proximity to the 
motorway network and to refuse planning permission on noise grounds would unnecessarily 
sterilise large areas of land. Nevertheless, he imposed a condition restricting noise levels to 
35dBA in bedrooms during the night, with 40dBA to be achieved in habitable rooms during the 
day and 55dBA to be achieved in principal outdoor living spaces.. The same condition is 
proposed for this scheme and on this basis it is considered that an acceptable noise 
environment could be provided for occupants of the proposed dwellings and no objection is 
raised from the Council’s Public Protection Service on that basis.  
 
It is therefore considered that with the imposition of suitable planning conditions the 
development would not suffer from an unacceptable noise environment and is satisfactory in 
this regard. 
 
Energy 
 
UDP policy EM/13 states that development proposals which include measures to conserve 
and assist the efficient use of energy will be supported where this can be successfully 
incorporated into the design and layout, and where there are no adverse impacts on the 
amenity of the surrounding area (e.g., by virtue of visual impact, pollution and environmental 
disturbance). Measures which will be especially encouraged include: 

• The maximum use of local materials and recycled building materials for appropriate 
construction tasks where this would not adversely affect the quality, character and 
setting of the development; 

• The use of design, layout, landscaping and materials which help to conserve 
energy through the ongoing use of the development; and 

• The use of sustainable power generation systems such as solar and photovoltaic, 
small-scale combined heat and power, and other appropriate installations based on 
renewable and low carbon technologies. 

 
The Council’s SPD “Energy and New Development” requires all new residential developments 
of 5 or more dwellings to meet Level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. The SPD intended 
that this requirement was to rise to Level 4 from 2013, Level 5 from 2016 and Level 6 from 
2020. It is officers’ experience that under current economic circumstances the cost 
implications of achieving Level 4 have significant viability implications for many developments 
and prejudice the potential to secure other financial contributions required in order to mitigate 
a development’s impact. As a result, it is considered that code level 3 provides the most 
appropriate target for residential developments at the present time. 
 
The dwellings are proposed to be built to Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3 in accordance 
with current Building Regulations. The same requirement was imposed on the dwellings on the 
wider site through a planning condition. Given the above and the approach taken to the wider 
site, it is considered that it not reasonable or necessary to require any greater than Code Level 
3.  
 
 
 
 
 



Other issues 
 
Contamination 
 

As the site is greenfield, it is considered appropriate to deal with matters of potential land 
contamination through a suitable planning condition. This was the approach taken by the 
Inspector in the appeal against ref. 12/D55400 and there has been no material change in 
planning circumstances which would warrant an alternative approach. 
 
Archaeology 
 
A Written Scheme of Investigation has already been carried out for the entirety of the site and 
therefore it is simply required to be implemented. This matter can be controlled by a suitable 
planning condition. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The principle of residential development on this and the wider Wainhomes site has been 
established comprehensively through the granting of the appeal against application ref. 
12/D55400. It is acknowledged that the site is designated as Protected Open Land but also 
that Policy D/10, which controls development on such designations is now fundamentally out 
of date given that the Council cannot demonstrate a five year housing land supply and that a 
primary aim of current planning policy is to significantly boost the supply of new housing. 
 
It is acknowledged that this scheme leads to a reduction in the amount of on-site public open 
space to serve the development. The original proposals provided far more than the Council’s 
adopted policies required and it is the prerogative of a developer to maximise the return they 
might achieve from a site, provide any amendments made to the scheme meet relevant policy 
tests. Sufficient open space would remain on site in accordance with the Council’s policies, 
despite the increase in bedroom numbers and the additional and necessary off-site 
contribution to outdoor sports provision would be secured by a S106 agreement. 
 
Issues of surface water flooding and drainage have caused significant concern in the local 
area and significant analysis has been carried out, outside of this application, in respect of the 
operation of existing drainage arrangements in the area and no link has been established 
between the operation of the pond into which this development would drain and flooding of 
properties. No objection has been raised by either United Utilities or the Council as Lead Local 
Flood Authority to the drainage arrangements proposed. There is therefore no technical 
evidence to substantiate a refusal of planning permission on the grounds of flood risk.   
 
The original Transport Assessment for the wider Wainhomes site established the acceptability 
of a development of 200 dwellings across this and the Taylor Wimpey site to the south on 
network capacity and highway safety. An additional eight dwellings on the site would not 
exceed the 200 dwelling parameters of this Transport Assessment and it is considered that the 
junction arrangements and surrounding highway network would continue to operate 
successfully.  
 
The design and layout of the proposals is similar to that proposed on the wider Wainhomes 
site and existing surrounding development. It would have no greater impact on existing 
development, nor would it experience substandard living conditions from noise, air quality or 
proximity to other development. 
 
Additional affordable housing contributions proportionate to the additional development across 
the Wainhomes site would be secured through a Deed of Variation to the existing S106 
agreement. Unfortunately, there is no adopted policy which would enable the Council to seek 



contributions to education provision and on that basis none are sought; in common with the 
scheme for the wider site. 
 
All other material planning issues can be dealt with by suitable planning conditions.  
 
Fundamentally, had this scheme been that originally proposed in 2012, officers would not 
have recommended it for refusal. It is also extremely unlikely that the Planning Inspector 
would have taken a different view if this were to have been the scheme before him. Given the 
history of the site and the local interest officers have considered the application and the 
representations made, extremely carefully. However it remains the case, as with the appeal 
proposals, that there are no material planning reasons or technical evidence which would point 
to a refusal of planning permission being sustainable or justifiable.  
 
The application is therefore recommended for approval, subject to a S106 agreement and 
various conditions set out below. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Committee resolve: 
 
That Members are minded to GRANT planning permission subject to: 
 
1. The completion of a further deed of variation to the existing Section 106 agreement in 

order to secure: 
 
a) The appropriate additional contribution to the provision and maintenance of 

recreational open space as a result of the proposed development. 
  
b) The appropriate additional requirements for the affordable housing contribution.  
 

2. That the Council enters into an agreement under the provisions of Section 106 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and other appropriate legislation with regard to 
the matters set out above; 

 
3. The Head of Planning being authorised to issue the decision notice on completion of 

the Section 106 Agreement; 
 
and subject to the following conditions and reasons:- 
 
 
 1 The development must be begun not later than the expiration of three years beginning 

with the date of this permission.  
   
 Reason: To comply with the requirements of section 91 of the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004. 

 
 2 This permission relates to the following plans:  
   
 Drawing no. 047.36.P01 Rev R  
 Drawing Number 4498.01 Rev E  - Landscape Proposal  - Sheet 1 of 2  
 Drawing Number 4498.02 Rev E - Landscape Proposal - Sheet 2 of 2  
 Drawing 4.341/p/B/L10/300 – Shakespeare  
 Drawing 4.406/P/B/L10/300 – Scott   
 Drawing 4.309/P/B?l10/300 Rev B – Oxford  
 Drawing 4.342/P/B/L10/300 – Haversham   



   
 The development shall be carried out in complete accordance with the approved 

drawings.  
   
 Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and to ensure a satisfactory standard of 

development in accordance with the reason for decision as detailed below on this 
decision notice. 

 
 3 Notwithstanding any description of materials in the application no development shall 

take place until samples or full details of materials to be used externally on the 
building(s) have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. Such details shall include the type, colour and texture of the materials. Only 
the materials so approved shall be used, in accordance with any terms of such 
approval.  

   
 Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity 

in accordance with Policy BE/2 of the Council’s Unitary Development Plan. 
 
 4 Development shall take place in accordance with the Written Scheme of Investigation 

by J.M Trippier dated March 2014 approved by the Local Planning Authority under ref. 
13/00924/DOC. No part of the development shall be occupied until the site 
investigation has been completed in accordance with the programme set out in the 
approved written scheme of investigation and provision made for the completion of all 
elements of that programme.   

     
 Reason: To protect any potential archaeological interest and in accordance with Policy 

BE/10 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning 
Policy Framework. 

 
 5 No development shall take place until a detailed scheme for the disposal of foul water 

drainage, including details of any off-site works has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority. The scheme shall be fully implemented and 
subsequently maintained in accordance with the approved timing arrangements and 
details within it.  

   
 Reason: To ensure future maintenance of the foul water drainage system in order to 

comply with Unitary Development Plan EM/7 and the National Planning Policy 
Framework. 

 
 6 No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until surface water drainage works 

have been implemented in accordance with details that have been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. Before these details are submitted 
an assessment shall be carried out of the potential for disposing of surface water by 
means of a sustainable drainage system, and the results of the assessment provided 
to the local planning authority. Where a sustainable drainage scheme is to be provided, 
the submitted details shall:  

   
 i) provide information about the design storm period and intensity, the method 

employed to delay and control the surface water discharged from the site and the 
measures taken to prevent pollution of the receiving groundwater and/or surface 
waters;  

 ii) include a timetable for its implementation; and provide a management and 
maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development which shall include the 
arrangements for adoption by any public authority or statutory undertaker and any 
other arrangements to secure the operation of the scheme throughout its lifetime.  

   



 Reason: To prevent the increased risk of flooding and ensure future maintenance of 
the surface water drainage system in order to comply with Unitary Development Plan 
EM/7 and the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 
 7 No dwellings hereby approved shall be first occupied until the landscaping scheme as 

detailed on Drawing Numbers 4498.01 Rev E and 4498.02 Rev E has been fully 
implemented. If within a period of three years from the date of the planting of any tree 
or shrub that tree or shrub or any replacement thereof, is removed, uprooted or 
destroyed or dies, or becomes, in the opinion of the local planning authority, seriously 
damaged or defective, another of the same species and size as that originally planted 
shall be planted at the same place, unless the local planning authority gives its written 
approval to any variation.   

     
 Reason: In order to achieve a satisfactory level of landscaping in the interests of the 

amenities of the area in accordance with Policies BE/2 and BE/8 of the Council’s 
Unitary Development Plan. 

 
 8 The landscape management plan for the site, including the long term design objectives 

and the maintenance schedules for all landscaped areas shall be undertaken in 
accordance with the Management Plan Public Open Space Areas by TBA Landscape 
Architects dated February 2015.  

    
 Reason. In the interests of visual amenity and for the enhancement of the nature 

conservation value of the site in accordance with the requirements of Unitary 
Development Plan policies BE/2 and BE/8. 

 
 9 No clearance of trees and shrubs in preparation for (or during the course of) 

development shall take place during the bird nesting season (March -  
 August inclusive) unless an ecological survey has been submitted to and approved in 

writing by the local planning authority to establish whether  
 the site is utilised for bird nesting. Should the survey reveal the presence of any 

nesting species, then no development shall take place within those areas identified as 
being used for nesting during the period specified above.  

   
 Reason: To safeguard any species which may either live or forage within the site in 

accordance with Policies NE/3 and NE/4 of the Council’s Unitary Development Plan. 
 
10 No development shall take place until there has been submitted to and approved in 

writing by the local planning authority a plan indicating the positions, design, materials 
and type of boundary treatment to be erected. The boundary treatment shall be 
completed in accordance with a timetable agreed in writing with the local planning 
authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
     

   
 Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity 

in accordance with Policy BE/2 of the Council’s Unitary Development Plan. 
 
11 The dwellings hereby approved shall not be first occupied until a specification for the 

design and construction of driveways, including provision for the drainage of surface 
water from them, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The parking areas shall thereafter be constructed in accordance with the 
duly approved specification before the dwelling they serve are first occupied, and 
retained as such thereafter for the parking of vehicles.  

   
 Reason: In order to ensure adequate provision for vehicles to be parked clear of the 

highway and to achieve appropriate disposal of surface water in order to comply with 



the requirements of Unitary Development Plan policies H/3, BE/2 and A/10, and the 
National Planning Policy Framework.   

 
12 No development shall take place until details of finished site and floor levels relative to 

an off-site datum have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 
authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

   
 Reason: In the interests of amenity and in order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in 

order to comply with the requirements of Unitary Development Plan policies H/3 and 
BE/2. 

 
13 No development shall take place until a detailed noise protection and insulation 

scheme has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority to ensure 
that;  

   
 i) noise in habitable rooms does not exceed 40 dB(A) leq 16 hours (with ventilation to 

meet the whole dwelling ventilation rates presented in  
 Table 5.1b of The Building Regulations 2010 Approved Document F:Ventilation), 

between 7 am and 11 pm, and noise in bedrooms does not  
 exceed 35 dB(A) leq 8 hours between 11 pm and 7 am (with ventilation provided to 

meet the same whole dwelling ventilation rates);  
   
 ii) noise in a principal usable area of the garden or outside space does not exceed 55 

dB(A) leq 16 hours between 7.00 hrs and 23.00hrs.  
   
 Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.  
   
 Reason.  In order to protect the amenities of the future occupiers of the dwellings, in 

accordance with the requirements of BE/2, H/3 and EM/3 of the Council’s Unitary 
Development Plan. 

 
14 The dwellings shall achieve Level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. No dwelling 

shall be occupied until a final Code Certificate has been issued for it certifying that 
Code Level 3 has been achieved.  

   
 Reason.  To ensure that the development is sustainable and makes efficient use of 

energy, water and materials in accordance with Policy EM/13 of the Council’s Unitary 
Development Plan and the Council’s Unitary Development Plan and the Council’s 
‘Energy and New Development Supplementary Planning Document. 

 
15 No development shall take place until Stage Two and Stage Three Safety Audits of the 

proposed site access onto Broad Lane have been submitted to and approved in writing 
by the local planning authority. Any measures informed by recommendations within the 
Safety Audits shall be implemented in full in accordance with details and a timescale to 
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 
implemented measures shall thereafter be retained.   

     
 Reason: In the interest of highway safety in accordance with policies A/9, A/10 and 

BE/2 of the Council's Unitary Development Plan. 
 
16 No development shall take place until a detailed scheme for the design, construction 

and drainage of the new estate road (including its footways and turning head) has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. Before any 
of the dwellings are first occupied, the proposed vehicular accesses, driveways, and 
turning area serving that dwelling shall be constructed, laid out, surfaced and drained 



in accordance with specification details that have first been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the local planning authority.   

     
 Reason:To ensure a satisfactory standard of engineering works and surface treatment 

in order to achieve appropriate provision for vehicle access, circulation and 
manoeuvring in accordance with the requirements of Unitary Development Plan 
policies BE/2, A/8 and A/9. 

 
17 No development shall take place until a fully detailed scheme for the design and 

construction of the site access onto Broad Lane, as shown on drawing Number 
9W7131 SK003 REV F submitted with planning application 12/D55400, has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The approved 
scheme shall be implemented before any of the dwellings are first occupied and the 
area of land falling within the duly approved visibility splays at the junctions between 
the new estate roads and Broad Lane shall be kept clear of all obstructions in excess 
of 0.6 metres in height.   

     
 Reason:In the interest of highway safety and to ensure a satisfactory standard of 

engineering works and surface treatment in accordance with the requirements of 
Unitary Development Plan policies BE/2, A/8 and A/9. 

 
18 No development shall take place until a Construction Method Statement has been 

submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority. The approved 
Statement shall be adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall 
provide for:   

     
  i) the hours of construction working   
  ii) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors   
  iii) loading and unloading of plant and materials   
  iv) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development 

  
  v) the erection and maintenance of security fencing   
  vi) wheel washing facilities   
  vii) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction 

  
  viii) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from construction works 
     
 Reason: In order to safeguard the amenities of occupiers of surrounding properties 

during the course of construction of the development and to limit the potential for 
unacceptable noise and disturbance at unsocial hours in accordance with the 
requirements of Unitary Development Plan policies BE/2 and EM/3.  

 
19 The specified actions, including monitoring and review, detailed in the submitted 

Outline Travel Plan submitted with planning application 12/D55400 and dated 22 
February 2012 shall be carried out in accordance with the details therein, including 
specified sequences and timescales.  

   
 Reason: To encourage people to use more sustainable modes of transport other than 

the motor car, in accordance with Policy A/11 of the Council’s Unitary Development 
Plan. 

 
 
 

 
 
  _______________________________________________ 
 



Application Number: 14/01525/FUL    Ward: Milkstone And Deeplish       
 

 
Proposal: Change of use from C3 residential to D1 teaching centre and place of 
worship 
 

Site Address: 256 Ashfield Road Rochdale OL11 1QW   
 

Applicant: Miss Sufiah Khapi 
                   
 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Refuse 
 

 
 
DELEGATION SCHEME 
 
At the meeting of the Rochdale Township Planning Sub Committee on 17 March 2015, the 
Committee resolved that it was minded to grant the application contrary to the officer 
recommendation, but was unable to provide a sustainable planning reason for recommending 
approval of the application.  The Committee resolved to recommend approval of the 
application with the final decision referred to the Licensing and Regulatory Committee in 
accordance with the Council’s Scheme of Delegation.  
 
 
 
 



SITE 
 
This application relates to an end-terraced property, located on Ashfield Road in Rochdale. 
 
The property has previously operated as a launderette and shop, and retains a shop frontage 
design to the front elevation. Permission has previously been granted for change of use from a 
shop to a dwelling (with alterations to front and side elevations), and subsequently permission 
was granted for the change of use of part of the ground floor from a dwelling to an office. More 
recently, permission was granted for the change of use from an office/house to a dwelling 
house, and this is the current authorised use of the property.  
 
Internal works are currently been undertaken at ground floor level, and the use of the first floor 
for teaching purposes is currently taking place without the benefit of planning permission.  
 
The area is primarily residential in nature, with terraced dwellings located along the same 
highway and neighbouring streets. A small off-licence operates within the vicinity.  
 
An application for a children’s teaching centre was approved close to the application site in 
2013, at the former Weavers Arms pub, approximately 60m to the east along Ashfield Road. 
This permission has not been implemented but remains extant until December 2016.  
 
Other properties in the terrace, 266 Ashfield Road and 262 Ashfield Road are also being 
operated as teaching centres / places of worship, as part of a wider operation linked to these 
proposals, by persons related to the applicant and also without the benefit of planning 
permission. These properties do not form part of this application and the Planning Service is 
investigating these cases. 
 
Evidence has been gathered that in breach of an enforcement notice issued in 1993, 266 
Ashfield Road has been being utilised as a teaching centre/place of worship. This enforcement 
notice remains in force in perpetuity and removes any immunity from enforcement action 
through a use operating over a period of time. However this unauthorised use has now ceased 
at the request of Officers. This property was subject to two previous planning applications 
(91/D27530 and 92/D28889) for change of use from ground floor of dwelling to a religious 
teaching centre. These applications were refused, enforcement action was subsequently 
undertaken, and an appeal against this enforcement action was subsequently dismissed by 
the Planning Inspector, who concluded that the use of the property as a teaching centre / 
place of worship should cease due to the harm caused to residential amenity. 
 
Also within the same terrace block, 262 Ashfield Road also falls within Use Class C3 (dwelling 
house). This property is also owned by the applicant’s family and is being used without 
planning permission as a teaching centre; and this is currently being investigated. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL 
 
This application seeks permission for a change of use from C3 residential use to D1 teaching 
centre and place of worship. 
 
Planning Enforcement Officers and Planning Officers have visited the site and have seen 
evidence that the use proposed has already commenced and therefore this application is 
considered as retrospective. 
 
A design and access statement provides further guidance on what uses are proposed to take 
place at the site: 
 

• Teaching centre, operating between 5-7pm, Monday to Friday, where up to 15 
students are expected to attend. 



 

• Five daily prayers, taking place 7 days a week, of approximately 15 minutes each. 
These take place at: 
 

§ Before sunrise 
§ Immediately following zenith 
§ An hour or so following zenith 
§ Immediately following sunset 
§ Two hours following sunset 

 
The design and access statement approximates that 15 people attend each of the prayer 
slots. However, it also states that there is space for up to approximately 50 people, and so 
there is the possibility that this amount of people could attend. 
 
A website, set up by or on behalf of the client at 256 Ashfield Road, clearly states that the 
building has been purchased for the use proposed, and indeed photos show that internal 
works are ongoing to support this use. This website states that:  

• “Madrasah Taleemul Islam has been running for over 20 years, where Qur’aan 
classes, hifz classes and other Islamic activities have been taking place in two 
residential houses. 

• Currently we have approximately 100 students.  

• Due to lack of space and high demand of students at the madrasah, we are in the 
process of purchasing a large terraced property on 256 Ashfield Road, solely for 
Madrasah use, with the primary objective to extend our classes and courses to 
accommodate the wider community of all ages, youth and elderly”. 

No external alterations to the building are proposed. 
 
Following receipt of notification that police had objected and the application would be returned 
to Committee the applicant submitted further comments in support of their application:- 
 

• The applicant believes the lateness of the objection dilutes the weight which should 
be given to it; 

• It is also commented that the safeguarding issues are not pertinent to the 
determination of the application; 

• The teaching centre would operate in accordance with relevant legislation.  
 
RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY 
 
National Guidance 
 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
 
The Department for Communities and Local Government published the NPPF on 27 March 
2012.  The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are 
expected to be applied.   
 
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) 
 
The government published its NPPG on 6 March 2014. This is intended to complement the 
NPPF and to provide a single resource for planning guidance, whilst rationalising and 
streamlining the material. Almost all previous planning Circulars and advice notes have been 
cancelled. Specific reference will be made to the NPPG or other national advice in the 
Analysis section of the report, where appropriate. 



 
Unitary Development Plan (UDP) 
 
G/CF/1 Community Facilities and Public Services 

CF/2    General Criteria for the Development of Local Community and Health Facilities 

G/BE/1 Design Criteria 

BE/2  Design Criteria for New Development 

G/A/1 Accessibility  

A/8  New Development – Capacity of the Highway Network 

A/10  New Development – Access for General Traffic 

G/EM/1  Environmental Protection and Pollution Control  

EM/3  Noise and New Development 

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD): 
 
Milkstone, Deeplish and Newbold SPD 
Oldham and Rochdale Urban Design Guide SPD 
 
RELEVANT SITE HISTORY 
 
93/D29327 Change of use from shop to dwelling and alterations to front and side 
elevations – Granted subject to conditions 
 
07/D50083 Change of use of part of ground floor from dwelling to office – Granted subject 
to conditions 
 
13/01017/FUL Change of use from office/house to dwelling house (C3) – Granted subject to 
conditions 
 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES 
 
Env Health - Noise/Odours -   
This section has no objection in principle to this application but would ask that if permission is 
to be granted that a condition requiring; No sound reproduction equipment which amplifies 
music conveys messages by voice or other which is audible outside the premises shall be 
installed on the site.  
 
Highways And Engineering -   
 
There is no dedicated parking for this proposal. 

The applicant proposes using the alley gated area to the rear of the premises as parking for 
this development. The Alley Gates have been introduced as a security measure. Allowing the 
visitors to this centre access five times a day would negate the existence of these gates and 
would represent an unfair monopolisation of this area by one tenant. This is not an acceptable 
parking proposal. 

The applicant also proposes on street parking as suitable for this development. On street 
parking is not an acceptable proposal. On street parking creates many blind spots and young 
children cannot see or be seen when crossing between parked cars. This is reflected by the 



accident data in the immediate area where a child was involved in an accident when passing 
between parked cars.  

The applicant’s proposals will exacerbate the situation which has already caused accidents.   

This development will not have a significant negative impact upon the local network capacity. 
The application proposed will not affect refuse collection from the development. Adequate 
space will be retained as part of the proposed development to store and dispose of refuse 
collection. 

This application will not impact upon the highways layout. 

No new access to the highway will be created by this development.         

Existing highways drainage will not change as a result of this development. 

No public right of way will be obstructed by this development. 

The insufficient parking provision for this development will exacerbate the on street parking 
problem and compromise further the safety of the Highway at this location.  

Officer Objects to Application and Recommends Refusal 

Greater Manchester Police:- 
 
Greater Manchester Police would formally like to register an objection against the proposed 
planning application to change the use of 256 Ashfield Road, Rochdale, from that of a dwelling 
house (C3) to that of a D1 Non-residential institution, namely a teaching centre and place of 
worship.  
  
In line with the Planning Practice Guidance, Chapter 8 - Promoting Healthy Communities, this 
objection is being raised in a bid to promote:- 
  

• safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the fear of 
crime, do not undermine the quality of life or community cohesion. 

  
Although we welcome such centres as a valuable addition to the fabric of any community and 
recognise the importance of religious teachings, on this occasion we have concerns about the 
governance of this proposed teaching facility. 
  
We note from the report of the previous hearing of this Application, that the Council’s Planning 
officers also raised concerns and made recommendations to refuse planning permission.   
  
Our enquiries have established that 256 Ashfield Road is owned by the daughter of the couple 
who own both 262 and 266 Ashfield Road. 
  
Further, 256 Ashfield Road is linked to a current police investigation as a result of which, one 

of the owners of 262 and 266 Ashfield Road is currently on remand charged with conspiracy 
to facilitate immigration offences and has given rise to significant safeguarding concerns.� 
  As a consequence of this investigation a Section 76 closure order was granted on 14 
November 2014 to close down 266 Ashfield Road for a period of 3 months.    
  
Of note, one of the linked addresses were also being run as learning centre and places of 
worship at this time and as we understand in contravention of a planning enforcement notice 
in 1993. 
   



In the event that 256 Ashfield Road was granted permission to operate as a teaching centre 
and place of worship, we would have further safeguarding concerns. 
  
Were the application to be successful and the change of use granted, we would request that 
strict conditions to this usage are appended - namely, no sleeping facilities to be contained 
within and no residential use. 
 
REPRESENTATIONS 
 
Letters of notification were sent to surrounding neighbours, and a site notice erected close to 
the site. 
 
Five letters of objection have been received. The main points raised are detailed below, along 
with the Officer response: 
 

• Traffic concerns and parking concerns already apparent. The proposal would also 
impact upon the safety of children crossing the highway. 

• Officer response: It is considered that the proposal may have a negative impact upon 
traffic congestion and parking within the area. 

• Originally proposed parking area to rear of neighbouring properties is privately owned 
and should be kept locked. 

• Officer response: It is agreed that the originally proposed parking area cannot be 
considered as such, and this proposal does not include any provision for off-street 
parking. 

• Noise from increased traffic and activity several times per day would negatively impact 
upon surrounding residents. 

• Officer response: The impact upon residential amenity is considered later in this report, 
but it is agreed that the proposal could negatively impact upon surrounding residents. 

• There is not a need for two learning centres within the same terrace block. 

• Officer response: The use of any of the terrace properties within this terrace block is 
unlawful. Appropriate enforcement action is being pursued in this regard. 

• The originally proposed parking area to the rear of neighbouring properties has been 
identified by Police as an area which should be gated, due to anti-social behaviour and 
fly tipping concerns. Efforts made to improve the security and appearance of the area 
would be lost if this area were to be used as off-street parking for the premises. 

• Officer response: It is agreed that the originally proposed parking area cannot be 
considered as such, and this proposal does not include any provision for off-street 
parking. 

• Objector believes that the application was in order to make financial gain from 
taxpayers.  

• Officer response: This is not a material planning consideration, and cannot be 
considered. 

• Objector states that they believe that there are now too many places of worship.  

• Officer response: Consideration of the number of places of worship is not a 
consideration for the Local Planning Authority. 

 
33 letters of support have been received. The reasons given for supporting this application are 
detailed below: 
 

• Proposal will benefit the residents living in the surrounding area. Muslims currently 
have to travel further afield in order to benefit from such facilities. 

• The area currently lacks a teaching centre and place of worship. 

• Proposal will create jobs and bring economic benefits. 

• Proposal will reduce crime, and encourage better behaviour among young people. 

• Proposal will benefit elderly people, with close proximity to homes. 



• The benefits outweigh the negative impacts. 

• It would be a privilege to live close to such a facility. 

• There is a high demand for a facility such as this within the area. 

• The proposal will assist local residents with their religious duties. 

• The proposal will benefit the local community. 

• Previous uses (shop and office use) did not have negative impacts, so this proposal 
should not be treated differently. 

• Local residents don’t have an issue with any negative traffic implications. 

• Despite planning approval for change of use at the nearby Weavers Pub, this proposal 
has not yet materialised, so there still remains a need for this facility. 

• Negative impacts upon traffic congestion are false, as many people would walk to the 
facility. 

• Those wishing to operate the proposed facility are highly trained, professional and well 
regarded. 

• Complains that a late objection from the police should not prevent the decision notice 
being issued when Members have already made a decision at the previous Committee. 

 
ANALYSIS 
 
Principle of Use 
 
Paragraph 70 of the National Planning Policy Framework states:- 
 
‘To deliver the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community needs, 
planning policies and decisions should:- 
 

• plan positively for the provision and use of shared space, community facilities (such as 
local shops, meeting places, sports venues, cultural buildings, public houses and 
places of worship) and other local services to enhance the sustainability of 
communities and residential environments. 

 
Paragraph 37 of the National Planning Policy Framework states:- 
 
‘Planning policies should aim for a balance of land uses within their area so that people can be 
encouraged to minimise journey lengths for employment, shopping, leisure, education and 
other activities’. 
 
Criterion (a) of Unitary Development Plan Policy CF/2 states that proposals for new and 
improved local community and health facilities will be permitted and supported, provided that: 
 

- The facility is accessible to the community it is intended to serve and, where 
practicable, within District or Local Centres; 

- The proposal will have no unacceptable impact on the amenity of surrounding land 
uses, particularly residential, by reason of visual appearance, scale, noise or other 
nuisance; 

- The surrounding road network is capable of accommodating any additional vehicular 
traffic likely to be generated by the proposal without damage to the local environment 
or road safety. 

The application site is located within an area which is primarily residential in nature and is 
accessible to the community it is intended to serve. The nearest District and Local Centres are 
some distance away and it is not considered appropriate to insist that these facilities always 
be located within such centres, as evidenced by the granting of planning permission for the 
use of the former Weaver’s Arms nearby as a teaching centre in 2013.  



 
Nevertheless, as set out below, the proposal is considered to cause harm to residential 
amenity and highway safety due to the particular characteristics of the site and the proposal. 
The proposal also raises concerns around the safeguarding and welfare of children. It is noted 
that there is a presumption in favour of the provision of appropriate community facilities in both 
national guidance and the Unitary Development Plan. Nevertheless, it is considered that the 
adverse impacts of the development on the best interests of children, residential amenity and 
highway safety significantly and demonstrably outweigh any benefits accruing from the 
provision of an additional community facility. This is therefore not considered to be an 
appropriate or suitable site for a community facility and the principle of the development, in this 
particular location, is considered to be unacceptable. 
 
Crime. Fear of Crime and Safeguarding 
 
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) at Article 3 states that all 
actions concerning children, for all authorities, the best interests of children shall be a primary 
consideration.  
 
The Children Act 2004 requires that local authorities must make arrangements for ensuring 
that their functions are discharged having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the 
welfare of children. 
 
Paragraph 69 of the National Planning Policy Framework states that:- 
 
‘The planning system can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating 
healthy, inclusive communities… Planning policies and decisions… should aim to achieve 
places which promote…safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, and the 
fear of crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion’.  
 
The National Planning Practice Guidance states:- 
 
‘Planning should address crime prevention 
Designing out crime and designing in community safety should be central to the planning and 
delivery of new development. Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 requires all local 
authorities to exercise their functions with due regard to their likely effect on crime and 
disorder, and to do all they reasonably can to prevent crime and disorder. The prevention of 
crime and the enhancement of community safety are matters that a local authority should 
consider when exercising its planning functions under the Town and Country Planning 
legislation. Local authorities may, therefore, wish to consider how they will consult their Police 
and Crime Commissioners on planning applications where they are Statutory Consultees and 
agree with their police force how they will work effectively together on other planning matters. 
 
It is important that crime reduction-based planning measures are based upon a clear 
understanding of the local situation, avoiding making assumptions about the problems and 
their causes. Consideration also needs to be given to how planning policies relate to wider 
policies on crime reduction, crime prevention and sustainable communities. This means 
working closely with the police force to analyse and share relevant information and good 
practice’. 
 
Policy G/BE/1 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states:- 
 
‘New development will be required to contribute to the provision of an attractive, safe and 
accessible environment’. 
 
Policy BE/2 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development Plan states:- 
 



Development proposals will be required to demonstrate good design by [inter alia]:- 
 

• minimising opportunities for crime against people or property. 
 
In respect of matters which can be material to the determination of planning applications, 
crime and the fear of crime are well established as such. Recent case law has also 
established that the safeguarding of children can be a material planning consideration. The 
National Planning Practice Guidance advises on material planning considerations as follows:- 
 
‘What is a material planning consideration? 
A material planning consideration is one which is relevant to making the planning decision in 
question (e.g. whether to grant or refuse an application for planning permission). 
 
The scope of what can constitute a material consideration is very wide and so the courts often 
do not indicate what cannot be a material consideration. However, in general they have taken 
the view that planning is concerned with land use in the public interest, so that the protection 
of purely private interests such as the impact of a development on the value of a neighbouring 
property or loss of private rights to light could not be material considerations. 
 
What weight can be given to a material consideration? 
The law makes a clear distinction between the question of whether something is a material 
consideration and the weight which it is to be given. Whether a particular consideration is 
material will depend on the circumstances of the case and is ultimately a decision for the 
courts. Provided it has regard to all material considerations, it is for the decision maker to 
decide what weight is to be given to the material considerations in each case, and (subject to 
the test of reasonableness) the courts will not get involved in the question of weight’. 
 
Greater Manchester Police have, since the previous meeting of the Committee, submitted an 
objection to the application. These comments are reported in full in the ‘Consultation’ section 
of the report and raise concerns around the welfare and safeguarding of children.  
 
The law so far as safeguarding/welfare/best interests of children relates to planning and 
planning law is not plentiful, but it is not without reference either. What is demonstrably clear, 
however is that the safeguarding/welfare/best interests of children can be a material 
consideration for planning purposes. 
 
Relatively recent case law has strongly suggested that there is a requirement for Council’s in 
taking planning decisions to take the best interests of children into account in its decision 
making. The Council is aware of at least one planning appeal decision which was quashed by 
the High Court because the Inspector had failed to consider the best interests of children (AZ v 
South Gloucestershire DC [2012] (related planning appeal decision reference: 
APP/P0119/A/10/2130078 – 1st July 2014). However, more recent case law (e.g. Stevens v 
SoSCLG [2013] EWHC 792 (Admin); and more recently the Court of Appeal case of Collins v 
SoSCLG & Fylde BC [2013] EWCA Civ 1193) has provided further parameters, which relates 
to the balance between human rights, the best interests of children and planning decisions. 
Accordingly, all of the Council’s information is that the position is clearly pointing in the 
direction that the Council as a decision-maker, must clearly identify the best interests of 
children and depending on the specific circumstances give significant weight and even primary 
importance to such proposals in its decision making. 
 
It is of course accepted in this position that no specific children are as yet affected by the 
proposal. However, as the intention of the education centre is, amongst other things, the 
education of children, clearly this brings into question the concerns of the Police and issues 
concerning “significant safeguarding concerns”. Accordingly, the Council must consider the 
best interests of children as part of this application. 
 



It is further accepted that the Police’s representation on ownership of the application site and 
the applicant’s personal circumstances is somewhat questionable, insofar as this is not usually 
a material consideration for planning purposes unless there are particular exceptions (e.g. the 
provision of facilities for disabled people, etc.). It is not the place of the planning system to 
seemingly pave the position of guilt by association. It is further accepted that number 266 
Ashfield Road, although on the same road and within a connected ownership, is not the same 
facility. 
 
However, concern on ownership is apparent on the part of the Police. Whilst undoubtedly 
connected, this is not directly the case for the purposes of the application before the Council. 
The Police representation gives rise to significant safeguarding concerns around appropriate 
governance of the proposed facility and issues of this nature in the area generally, rather than 
direct ownership of the application site. Nevertheless, the GMP has clearly confirmed that the 
application site is linked to a current Police investigation. 
 
All of the above considerations, along with the GMP representation, the desirability of the 
applicant and the opportunity for the education of children needs to be considered with due 
deference to the best interests of children in the balancing exercise in order to arrive at a 
meaningful recommendation.  
   
Whilst it is acknowledged that the representation from the GMP requests the imposition of 
conditions in the event the application was granted, the Council has asked the Police to clarify 
this position. The Council’s information is that the Police very much oppose the proposed use 
but this would make the best of the situation in what the Police hope is the unlikely event the 
application would be granted. 
 
It is not the duty of the Council as Local Planning Authority to seemingly cross into controlling 
matters that may be controlled by other statutory regimes. The Council in determining planning 
applications can only adhere to its important legal position of determining applications in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  
 
Taking of all of the above into account and weighing all matters in the balancing exercise, the 
representation from the GMP, albeit received late (for reasons the Police have not been able 
to divulge and/or inform) gives rise to serious concerns surrounding safeguarding and welfare 
of children, which is a material consideration that in the circumstances the Council must give 
appropriate weight to, in this instance it should in fact be a primary consideration. Accordingly, 
it is considered  that it would not be in the best interests of children to grant this application, 
significant weight should be given to this as a material consideration and accordingly Officers 
find that they should recommend refusal of the application for reasons that on current 
information to grant the application would be contrary to its duty to safeguard and promote the 
welfare of children.    
 
Impact on Surrounding Uses 
 
Unitary Development Plan Policy EM/3 relates to noise and new development. Criterion (a) 
states that development will not be permitted where: 
 

- It would lead to unacceptable levels of noise nuisance to nearby existing or future 
occupants of buildings, or users of open space. 

 
Criteria (b) of Unitary Development Plan Policy CF/2 states that proposals for new and 
improved local community and health facilities will be permitted and supported, provided: 
 



- The proposal will have no unacceptable impact on the amenity of surrounding land 
uses, particularly residential, by reason of visual appearance, scale, noise or other 
nuisance; 

 
Criteria (j) of UDP policy BE/2 states that development proposals will be required to 
demonstrate good design by: 
 

- Minimising the potential environmental impact of and on the development, including 
noise, air and water pollution. 

The application site lies within an area which is primarily residential in nature, and 
neighbouring dwellings are located on either side of the property. It is noted that the 
application does not seek permission for any external alterations to the building. The proposal 
does not seek to alter access arrangements. 
 
The use of the premises as a place of worship up to five times a day, as well as teaching 
centre classes five evenings per week, is considered to be a significant intensification of 
activity at the site over the existing authorised use as a dwelling house. The proposed uses 
are not considered modest, and it is considered that the impact upon surrounding uses would 
be detrimental. In addition to this, the applicant does state that approximately 50 people could 
be potentially visiting the premises at any one time, which further highlights the concerns over 
the potential impact on surrounding uses. 
 
With the area being primarily residential in nature, significant consideration must be given to 
the occupants of the neighbouring properties. It is felt that this proposal would significantly 
increase noise from the premises and in the vicinity, as well as vehicular and pedestrian 
movements at this location. Although acknowledged that some of the attendees may live 
within the immediate vicinity and would not require vehicular access or parking, no private off-
street parking would be provided at the site, and this proposal would therefore lead to an 
increase in competition for on-street parking. This would cause nuisance to residential 
properties to the detriment of their amenity. Additionally, the use of the area for off-street 
parking available to the rear of properties 254-232 Ashfield Road would cause inconvenience 
and nuisance to nearby residential properties and would be detrimental to their amenity. This 
area of land is in fact a dedicated and gated shared parking area for local residents living at 
neighbouring properties, and cannot be considered as a designated parking area for the 
application site.  
 
It is noted that a children’s teaching centre was approved within close proximity to the site in 
2013 (Application 13/00973), at the site of the former Weavers Arms pub. However, the 
specific site circumstances of this property are somewhat different. The pub benefits from 
dedicated off-street parking and is a building on a much larger scale, with greater separation 
from neighbours and a long standing and authorised community use.  
 
In considering this proposed change of use, it is noted that applications for a similar change of 
use proposal have been submitted previously at a neighbouring dwelling located within the 
same terrace block, 266 Ashfield Road. Application 91/D27530 for the change of ground floor 
from dwelling to religious instruction centre, and application 92/D28889 for the same proposal 
were both refused permission. The grounds for refusal were the impacts of the proposal on 
surrounding, neighbouring uses. 
 
A Planning Enforcement Notice was served by the Council (Application EN646/PL2124), as 
the use proposed within the above applications was undertaken at the property, and 
subsequently the applicant appealed against this Enforcement Notice. 
 



The appeal decision (Appeal application T/APP/C/93/P4225/627394/P6), dated 14 May 1993, 
concluded that the use of the dwelling house as a religious teaching centre should cease 
within 7 days. The Planning Inspector noted that the area is predominately residential in 
character, lying within a densely built up area, and stated that the activities undertaken at the 
site must give rise to a considerable amount of disturbance to people living in the immediate 
vicinity. The inspector dismissed the claim that noise considerations would not be an issue, 
and stated that the rather congested living conditions means that any exceptional noise or 
disturbance caused inevitably affects a considerable number of people within the immediate 
vicinity. 
 
It is considered that the reasons for refusal given in the Inspector’s decision in 1993 remain 
material and relevant, despite the length of time which has elapsed since this decision. It is 
therefore a material consideration to be taken into account when determining this proposal 
and gives further weight to the conclusion that the use would have a detrimental impact on 
neighbouring properties.  
 
For the reasons detailed above, this proposal is considered to be contrary to Policies CF/2, 
EM/3 and BE/2 because of noise concerns and a concern over the intensification of the use of 
the premises when considered over the existing use, to the detriment of the occupants of 
neighbouring dwellings. 
 
Highways and Parking 
 
Unitary Development Plan Policy A/8 relates to the impact of new development on the 
capacity of the highway network and stipulates that proposals will be permitted providing that 
the additional traffic generated will not be detrimental to the safe and efficient operation of the 
Highway network, both adjacent to and further away from the site. Specifically, criterion (a) 
and (c) of the policy state that proposals should not: 
 

- Have an adverse impact on the safety of any road users; 

- Substantially increase congestion. 

Unitary Development Plan Policy A/9 requires development proposals to facilitate safe and 
convenient access for general traffic. Criterion (a) of the policy states that, relative to the scale, 
type and location of development, proposals should ensure that: 
 

- Roads, junctions and access points to/from premises are safe, convenient and suitable 
for the volume and characteristics of traffic that will be required to use them. 

Criteria (c) of Unitary Development Plan Policy CF/2 states that proposals for new and 
improved local community and health facilities will be permitted and supported provided: 
 

- The surrounding road network is capable of accommodating any additional vehicular 
traffic likely to be generated by the proposal without damage to the local environment 
or road safety. 

The application site is located along a frequently used road, which provides a link to 
surrounding roads and also access for surrounding residential uses. The existing transport 
links to the site are considered to be appropriate, and the impact of the proposal upon the 
local network capacity (i.e. the volume of traffic using Ashfield Road) is not considered 
detrimental. However, it is considered that the proposal would lead to increased congestion 
along Ashfield Road, due to vehicles trying to find parking or waiting for parking spaces to 
become available, and picking up and dropping off.  It is reasonable, however, to assume that 
some of the users of the proposed facility will access the site on foot. 
 



Appendix C of the UDP identifies the maximum standards for car parking provision in new 
developments, and states that for places of worship 1 space per 5m2 of public floor area 
should be provided, which in this particular case equates to approximately 14 car parking 
spaces. Policy A/10 of the UDP does state that the Council will permit car parking provision at 
less than the maximum standards where it can be demonstrated that the proposed 
development site is in an appropriate location and is readily accessible by more sustainable 
transport modes. Through observation of Ashfield Road, and surrounding streets, during 
several site visits by the Officer, it is considered that there would be insufficient parking 
provision for a use of this type, which would operate at frequent periods throughout each day. 
The site is also some distance from Rochdale Town Centre or other frequent local public 
transport links which would mean that those who did not walk would need to rely on the private 
car.  
 
This would result in users of the centre parking along the street and nearby streets, especially 
because of the lack of any dedicated off-street car parking. In addition to this, the shared car 
park to the rear of 254-232 Ashfield Road, which is not dedicated for this site, would quickly 
become congested if used in this way. It is important to note that this parking area is not 
designated for the proposed use, and under an existing agreement with the Council is a 
shared residential parking area, which is gated. Under this same agreement, these gates 
should be kept locked, therefore none of this space should be considered designated parking 
for the host property. Taking the above into account, it is considered that no dedicated car 
parking spaces is insufficient in meeting the demand of the proposed use, and the level of on-
street parking and congestion issues which could occur as a result would have a significant 
impact upon Ashfield Road. The proposal would exacerbate the existing situation when 
congested on-street parking in the area has resulted in accidents. 
 
In considering this proposed change of use, it is noted that applications for a similar change of 
use proposal have been submitted previously at a neighbouring dwelling located within the 
same terrace block, 266 Ashfield Road. Following the submission and refusal of two 
applications for the change of use of ground floor from dwelling to religious instruction centre 
(91/D27530 and 92/D28889), a Planning Enforcement Notice was served by the Council 
(Application EN646/PL2124), as the use proposed within the above applications was 
undertaken at the property, and subsequently the applicant appealed against this Enforcement 
Notice. 
 
The appeal decision (Appeal application T/APP/C/93/P4225/627394/P6), dated 14 May 1993, 
concluded that the use of the dwelling house as a religious teaching centre should cease 
within 7 days. The Planning Inspector noted that the streets close to the site are relatively 
narrow, with virtually no provision for off-street parking. The Inspector also noted that evidence 
suggested that severe parking congestion occurred outside of normal working hours, adding to 
the inconvenience suffered by local people. 
 
It is considered that the reasons for refusal given in the Inspector’s decision in 1993 remain 
material and relevant, despite the length of time which has elapsed since this decision. It is 
therefore a material consideration to be taken into account when determining this proposal 
and gives further weight to the conclusion that the use would have a detrimental impact on 
neighbouring properties. Nevertheless, given recent accident data for the area, it is now 
considered that a reason for refusal on the grounds of highway safety is also appropriate. 
 
For the reasons detailed above, this proposal is considered to be contrary to Policies A/8, A/9 
and CF/2, because of an increase in congestion and on-street parking, at the detriment of 
highway safety and surrounding residential uses. 
 
 
 
 



SUMMARY 
 
Both the National Planning Policy Framework and the adopted Rochdale Unitary Development 
Plan contain positive policies in respect of the provision of community facilities. The National 
Planning Policy Framework also contains at its heart a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development. Nevertheless, that presumption can be set aside where the adverse impacts of 
granting planning permission significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.  
 
It is clear that this type of community facility, on the whole, provides benefits to the community 
it serves through the provision of specialist education and as a place of worship. Nevertheless, 
it is considered that there would be significant adverse impacts of this particular proposal on 
residential amenity, highway safety and the best interests of children. These issues are all 
established material planning considerations, which can and should be given significant weight 
in the planning balance. Individually and cumulatively, these weigh strongly against a grant of 
planning permission in this instance. The application is therefore recommended for refusal. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
REFUSE for the following reasons:- 
 
 
1 The proposed use of the property as a teaching centre and place of worship has raised 

concerns from the Police in respect of the welfare and safeguarding of children. The 
Local Planning Authority is required to take into account the best interests of children in 
its decision making. To set aside a clear objection from the Police on these grounds 
would not be in the best interests of children and would increase the fear of crime in the 
area, undermining quality of life and community cohesion. The proposal is therefore 
contrary to Policies CF/2 and BE/2 of the Rochdale Unitary Development Plan, the 
National Planning Policy Framework and would also in the circumstances be contrary to 
the Council’s duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.   

 
2 The use of the property as a teaching centre and place of worship would lead to a 

significant intensification of activity at and around the site. This would lead to noise and 
disturbance to residents from activity within the premises and comings and goings to and 
from the site. This would be detrimental to the amenity of nearby residential properties 
and contrary to the requirements of Policies CF/2, EM/3 and BE/2 of the adopted 
Rochdale Unitary Development Plan. 

 
3 The use of the property as a teaching centre and place of worship would lead to a large 

number of visitors to the property. No dedicated off-street parking is proposed to serve 
the use and Ashfield Road already suffers from congested on-street parking at all times 
of the day. A significant increase in the number of cars attempting to park on-street in 
the vicinity of the site would be detrimental to highway and pedestrian safety and would 
increase competition for on-street parking to the detriment of residential amenity. This 
would be contrary to Policies CF/2, BE/2, A/8 and A/10 of the adopted Rochdale Unitary 
Development Plan. . 
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